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The Real between spots and lines 

The main Idea, as I started to create the series of works which I propose for this competition, was to construct the 
system of spots using only visual line, which would play strongly in composition and would create strange, almost 
unrecognizable reflections of reality. To fulfill the idea I chose to use two different art techniques, painting and print 
making, because the line is probably a starting point in print making, and spot usually plays an important role in 
painting. 

 As I started to materialize the idea, experimentations with both techniques evoked more questions and inquiries. I 
started to think about the nature of different mediums: what defines the nature of the painting, for instance? Why, 
using print making technique, can’t I try to create a painting? After all, there are no boundaries in modern Art. These 
question became a starting point; I wanted to explore and challenge the stereotypical thinking about print making. 

In order to materialize all these Ideas I chose to use one of the oldest techniques – that of wood- carving, and, in the 
total contrast to it- silkscreen. For the painting I used acrylic, color pastels and oil pastels. What emotional and visual 
language these different techniques translate to the viewer when being placed together? Which technique might be 
the most effective in creating a line? While working on compositions, I realized that most of the time the simple 
stroke of pastel worked more effectively visually than a difficult process of print making. The process helped me to 
gain more knowledge about the use of eclectic techniques and undiscovered (at least for me) possibilities of 
creativity, which forced me to trust my consciousness. Of course, experimentation and exploration became probably 
more important for me as an artist rather than for observer. 

Moreover, as the whole process became more experimental, I decided that the contrast between depicted lines and 
spots should show unrecognizable reality, which is destroyed in my works. If reality as such wouldn’t have intelligible 
structure, we would be left only with lines, or we would be stuck between indefinite forms of surrounding objects. 
By using line and spot I tried to imbalance the environment, which surrounds me. I interpreted my understanding of 
things, objects and subjects. All this led me towards primitive object visualization into a subject. Using line and spot 
as a visual language made my work look more dynamic, shifting. Probably the most difficult part of the process was 
to completely harmonize different techniques, so that they would become one body of work and at the same time 
wouldn’t lose their authenticity. So, mostly while I was forming my compositions intuition played a big role. 

At last, working on my main painting, which I represent, as well as all the others, I understood that for me as an 
artist it is very important to have an aim which allows me to concentrate and leaves me enough space for 
experimentation. I hope that I proved that print making is a great way to create new medium, which is based on 
principles of painting. 
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